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Fully Exponential Laplace Approximations 

Using Asymptotic Modes 
Yoichi MlYATA 

Posterior means of positive functions can be expressed as the ratio of integrals which is called fully exponential form. When approximating 
the posterior means analytically, we usually use Laplace's method. Tierney and Kadane presented a second-order approximation by using the 

Laplace approximations in each of the numerator and denominator of the fully exponential form. However, Laplace's method requires the 

exact mode of the integrand. In this article we introduce the concept of asymptotic modes and present the Laplace method via an asymptotic 
mode under regularity conditions. Furthermore, we propose second-order approximations to the posterior means of positive functions 

without evaluating the third derivatives of a log-likelihood function and the exact modes of integrands. We also give an Edgeworth-like 

expansion for the random variable according to a posterior distribution using the Laplace method via an asymptotic mode. 

KEY WORDS: Asymptotic expansions; Bayesian inference; Computation of integrals; Laplace's method; Predictive distributions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A simple and remarkable method of asymptotic expansion of 

integrals generally attributed to Laplace (1847) is used widely 
in applied mathematics. This method has been applied by many 
authors (Johnson 1970; Lindley 1980; Mosteller and Wallace 

1964; Tierney and Kadane 1986). Tierney and Kadane (1986) 

applied Laplace's method in a special form, which we call the 

fully exponential form, that has the advantage of requiring only 
second derivatives of the log-likelihood function to achieve a 

second-order approximation to the expectation and variance 

of a strictly positive function giO). Moreover, Tierney, Kass, 
and Kadane (1989) obtained a second-order approximation to 
the expectation of a general function (not necessarily positive) 
by applying the fully exponential method to approximate the 

moment-generating function (MGF) and then differentiating. 
They called the MGF method. 

Our main interest is in approximating the posterior expecta 

tion of a strictly positive function giO), which can be written as 

the ratio 

, (?^ Lgi0)pnix\0)7ti0)d0 
E[giO) x<?> = 

jc7 7 
' 
'J? 

. (i) 
JQPnix\0)7T?0)d0 

where n is the sample size, pnix\0) is the likelihood, X^ is 
a random vector with density pnix\0), and n is the prior. We 
find it convenient to reexpress the integrals in (1) so that the 

expectation takes the form 

F\?m\X(n)i _ fe P{-nh*niO)}dO 

where h*n(0) 
= 

-n-llog[gi0)pnix\0)7T?0)] and hn($) = 

-n~l log[pnix\0)7ti0)]. For simplicity, we denote the den 

sity by pn = p and E[giO)\X(n)] 
= 

E[g(0)]. If each of 
?h* and 

? 
hn has a dominant peak at its maximum, then 

Laplace's method will be suitable for application to both the 
numerator and denominator of (2). However, in practice it may 

be difficult to find the exact modes of ? h* and ?hn, which are 

usually required in the fully exponential Laplace approxima 
tions. 

The main purpose of this article is to give some approxi 
mations to (2) by using asymptotic modes of the numerator 
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and denominator instead of the exact modes. Section 2 intro 
duces the concept of asymptotic modes and give the Laplace 

method with an asymptotic mode under regularity conditions. 
Section 3 contains two kinds of approximations to (2). The 
orem 2 gives an approximation to E[g(fl)] by applying the 

Laplace method to both the numerator and denominator of (2) 
with the same asymptotic mode. Theorems 3 and 4 present 
second-order approximations by applying the Laplace method 
to the numerator and denominator of (2) with different asymp 
totic modes. Section 4 gives an Edgeworth-like expansion for 
the cumulative distribution function of a standardized random 

variable, using Theorem 2. Section 5 contains the relation be 
tween standard-form approximations and the ones obtained by 

combining Theorem 2 and the MGF method. Section 6 briefly 
discusses the problem of approximating predictive densities. 
Section 7 illustrates these approximations with some special 
cases. Appendix A gives a brief introduction of standard-form 

approximations, Appendix B provides some lemmas concern 

ing matrices that are needed in the proofs of the main results, 
and Appendix C presents the proofs of the main results in Sec 
tions 3-6. 

2. LAPLACE'S APPROXIMATIONS 

In this section we introduce the Laplace approximation for an 

integral of the form 
f& e~nhn^ dO with an asymptotic mode of 

-hn(0). Let 0 be an open subset of Rd and 0 = (Ou .. , 0d)T. 
For convenience of exposition, we write 

i\---is ?1 = 1 is = \ 

and represent the first and second derivatives by 

3 ^T 

Dlh?(9) 
= 

-r?hnm 
= 

?hn(0), ...,?-hn(6) ?V \od\ odd 

and 

,2, 
.-. 9^ 

Dzhn(0) = 
90 dO 

I 

dOd d0\ 

yhn(0) 

;K(0) 

hn(0) dod ded 

-hn(0)\ 

hn(0)/ 
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We say that 0 is an asymptotic mode of ?hn if 0 converges to 

the exact mode of ?hn(0) as the sample size n tends to infin 

ity. Note that the exact mode of ?hn(0) is also an asymptotic 
mode for ?hn.\n addition, we define the following asymptotic 
modes. 

Definition 1. 0 is an asymptotic mode of order n~x for ?hn 

if 0 converges to the exact mode of ?hn and D]hn(0) = 

0(n~l). 

Remark 1. Let hn(0) = -n~l \og[p(x\0)7r(O)]. The maxi 

mum likelihood estimator (MLE) 0 ml for p(x\0) is an as 

ymptotic mode of order n~l for ? 
hn because Dlhn(0ml) 

= 

?n_17r(^ML) 
= 0(n~l) and 0 ml converges to the exact mode 

of ?hn (0), that is, the posterior mode, as n tends to infinity un 

der suitable conditions (see, e.g., Hey de and Johnstone 1979). 

Definition 2. 0 is an asymptotic mode of order n~2 for ?hn 

if 0 converges to the exact mode of ? 
hn and Dlhn(0) = 

0(n~2). 

Remark 2. Let ?ml be the MLE for p(x\0), hn(0) = 

-n-l\og[p(x\0)n(0)l and 0 = 0ml 
- 

W2hn(0ML)rX x 

E>lhn(0ML)' Then it follows from the same argument as in the 

proof of Theorem 3 that Dlhn(0) = 0(n~2). 

Subsequently, we introduce the regularity conditions (Al), 

(A2), (A3), (A4), and (A5) for which the asymptotic expansions 
for 

fQe~nhn(0) 
d0 will be valid. Let ||a|| = (ara)1/2 for any 

vector a, and let | | denote the determinant of a matrix. We use 

Bs(0) to denote the open ball of radius 8 centered at 0, namely 

B8(0) = {0 e 0 : ||0 
- 

0|| < 8}. Let {0} = {0 :n = 1, 2,...} be 

the sequence of asymptotic modes. 

We list the following assumptions for ({hn(0)}, {0}): 

(Al) {hn(0) :n = 1, 2,...} is a sequence of six times contin 

uously differentiable real functions on 0. 

There exists positive numbers 6, M, and f and an integer no 

such that for the asymptotic mode 0, n > no implies the follow 

ing: 

(A2) The integral fQ e-nh?{e) d0 is finite. 

(A3) For all 0 e B (0) and all 1 < ji,...,jm < d with 
m = 

l,...,6, \\ddhn(0)/Wjx -"dOjJ 
<M. 

(A4) D2hn(0) is positive definite and \D2hn(0)\ > ?. 

(A5) For all 8 for which 0 < 8 < 6, B8(0) ? 0 and 

\nD2hn(0)\l/2Cn(0)-1 

x 
/ exp{-n[hn(0) 

- 
h?(O)]}d0 

= 
0(n~2). 

Je-Bs(?) 

The pair {{hn}, {0}) is said to satisfy the analytical assumptions 

for the asymptotic-mo de Laplace method if (Al), (A2), (A3), 

(A4), and (A5) are satisfied for the asymptotic mode 0. 

Our conditions (A1)-(A5) are analogous to those of Kass, 

Tierney, and Kadane (1990), except that 0 is an asymp 
totic mode. If 0 is an asymptotic mode of order n~\ then 

?Q-B8(0)QX^-n^n(?) 
- 

hn(0)]}d0 - 0(n-2-d'2) holds 

from (A5). Hence, (A5) means that the probability outside a 

neighborhood of the 0 converges to 0 as the sample size n 

tends to infinity. Let hj\...?d(0) denote the din partial deriva 

tive ddhniO)/dOj\ dOjd with respect to 0 evaluated at 0; for 

example, hU2?0) means that d3hni0)/id02 d02). Let h" be the 

components of [D2hi0)]-x and let b = (??7) = -[D2hni0)rx x 

Dxhn(0). Then the following expansion holds, the proof of 

which is given in Appendix C. 

Theorem 1. Suppose that 0 is an asymptotic mode of order 

n~x for ?hn and that the pair i{hni$)}, {0}) satisfies the ana 

lytical assumptions for the asymptotic-mode Laplace method. 

Then it follows that for large n, 

f e-nh?^dO 
Je 

= 
i2n)d^\^2e-nh^CniO)(l + 

^ 
+ Oin'2)), (3) 

whtvt CniO) = 
txp{in/2)Dlhni?)T[D2hni?)]-]DlhniO)}, 

an = 
~J2hiJk^nbi)hJk 

- 

\lLhiJk?W)hiJhkq ijk ijkq 

+ 
^9 XI hijk(0)hqrsi0)?ijkqrsn3, 

ijkqrs 

? = n~x [D2h(0)]~x, and ?iijkqrs are the sixth central moments 

of a multivariate normal distribution having covariance ma 

trix E. 

Here we refer to the term an. By assumption (A4), hlJ is of or 

der 0(1). It is clear from (A3) that hijkqiO) and h?jkiO) are of 

order 0(1). Hence, J2hUkq(0)hijhk(* and J2hUk(0)hqrsiO) 
x 

?ijkqrsn3 are of order 0(1). Thus it is seen from b = Oin~x) 
that an is of order 0(1) if 0 is an asymptotic mode of or 

der n~x for -hn. Note that the order of J2nijk(0)(nbi)hJk 

depends on that of the asymptotic mode 0. Therefore, if 0 

is an asymptotic mode of order n~2, then by dropping the 

term of order n~2 in an/n, the term of order n~x in (3) 
becomes -i8n)-[Ylhijkq(0)hlJhk(i + il2n)-{J2hijk(0) 

x 

hqrsi?)?ijkqrsn3. As a final note, if 0 is the exact mode 

of -h?(9), then it follows from Dlhn(0) = 0 that Cn(fi) = 1 

and b = 0. In this case, the approximation (3) is equivalent to 

the Tierney-Kadane approximation. 

3. MAIN RESULTS 

Let gi$) be a smooth and strictly positive function on the 

parameter space ). Recall the expression (2), E[giO)] 
= 

j^ e-nh*(0) dO/ fee~nhn{0) d$, where n is the sample size, 
71 (0) is the prior, pix\0) is the likelihood, h?iO) 

? 

-n~x logpix\0)7ii0), and /z*(0) = -n~x log g iO)pix\0)7?iO). 
This section contains mainly two kinds of approximations 
to (2), which are obtained by applying Theorem 1. Section 3.1 

gives an approximation to MGFs that is superior to standard 

form and Tierney-Kadane approximations. Section 3.2 gives 

second-order approximations to (2) without an evaluation of 

the exact mode of ?h* and the third derivatives of hn. 
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3.1 Approximations via the Same Asymptotic Mode 

This section presents an approximation to (2) by applying 
Theorem 1 to the denominator and the numerator with the same 

asymptotic mode of order n~l for ?hn. Although the approxi 

mation (4) requires the third derivatives of hn(0), Proposition 1 

shows that it gives a good approximation to MGFs. The proof 
of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix C. 

Theorem 2. Let g(0) be a strictly positive function on 0 and 

let 0 be an asymptotic mode of order n~l for ?hn. Suppose that 

({^,*(0)}5 $}) and ({hn(0)}, {0}) satisfy the analytical assump 
tions for the asymptotic-mode Laplace method. Then 

, |/)2M0)|\1/2c*(0) 
E[g(0)] = g(0)1 M\ 

Z)2/t,*(0)|/ Cn(0) 

-?J^hiik(0)hiqh 
2n^ 

J V 
dOt YJhljk(0)hiqyk^\ogg(0) ijkq q 

+ 
0(n-2)j, 

(4) 

where Cn(0) = 
exp{(n/2)Dl hn(0)T [D2hn(0)rl D[ hn(0)} and 

C*(0) = 
exp{(^/2)D1/z:(0)r[D2/z:(0)]-lD1^(0)}. 

Proposition 1. Let 0 be the exact mode of ?hn(0), M(t) ? 

?[exp(tr0)] denote the MGF, t = (t\,...,td)T e Rd, and 

g(0) 
? 

exp(tr0). Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, it fol 
lows that 

M(t) = exp tr0 + -tr?t 

x 
(l 

- 
^ J]/z^(0)/z^^^ + 

O'in-2)^ 
(5) 

ijkq 

where H = 
n~l[D2h(0)]~l and Ol(-) indicates that the error 

term may depend on t. 

Proof of Proposition 1. It follows from /z*(0) = h(0) 
? 

(l/n)tT0 that D2/z*(0) = D2hn(0). Evaluating C*(0) = 

exp{(n/2)D1/z*(0)r[D2/z*(0)]-1D1/2*(0)}at0=0,wehave 

c*m = 
txpl^tT[D2hnmrltV 

because Dlh*(0) 
= ?n~lt. Hence, substituting these results 

into (4) yields (5). 

As noted by Kass et al. (1990), the regularity conditions, 
for which usual Laplace approximations to posterior expecta 

tions are valid, are closely related to those of asymptotic nor 

mality of the posterior. Hence, it is reasonable to suppose that 

approximate MGFs are asymptotically equivalent to those of 

a multivariate normal distribution N(0, E), namely exp{tr0 + 

(l/2)trXt}. However, the Tierney-Kadane and the standard 
form approximations do not have the part exp{(l/2)tr5_t}, be 

cause they do not have C*(0). Therefore, the approximation (5) 
is more efficient. In Section 4 we give an Edgeworth-like ex 

pansion for the distribution functions of standardized random 

variables from the result of Proposition 1. 

Incidentally, to obtain the expansion of Theorem 2, we need 

only assume that ({h*}, {0}) and ({hn}, {0}) satisfy the analyti 
cal assumptions for the asymptotic-mode Laplace method, that 

is, (Al), (A2), (A3), (A4), and (A5). In applications, it is often 

easier to check an alternative condition that is stronger than the 

assumption (A5): 

(A5') For all 8 for which 0 < 8 < e, Bs(0) ? 0 and 

lim sup sup{/z? (0) -hn(0):0e?-Bs(0)}< 0, 

where /z(0) = ? n~x log/?(x|0). 
The assumptions (Al), (A2), (A3), (A4), and (A5;) are sim 

ilar to those stated by Kass et al. (1990), except that 0 is not 

the exact mode of ?hni0). The following proposition shows 

that (Al), (A2), (A3), (A4), and (A5r) are sufficient conditions 

for the asymptotic-mode Laplace method for ({/z*}, {0}) and 

({hn}, {0}). The proof of this proposition is given in Appen 
dix C. 

Proposition 2. Suppose that ({h*(0)},{0}) and ({M0)}, 

{0}) satisfy the assumptions (Al), (A2), (A3), (A4), and (A5;) 
and that for some nonnegative integer no, the posterior den 

sity p(0|x("o)), based on x("o) = 
(jq,.. .,x?0) exists and has 

the finite expectation of g(0). Then there exist constants 

c\ andc2 such that 
fQ_B re)txp{?nhni0)} 

dO = Oie~nC]) and 

fe-B8m8W) V{-"knlo)}dO 
= 0(e-nc*). 

3.2 Approximations via Different Asymptotic Modes 

Let 0 be an asymptotic mode of ?hni$) and 0yy a single 
Newton step from 0 toward the maximum of 

? 
h*. In this sec 

tion, we propose the following second-order approximations to 

the ratio of integrals obtained by expanding the numerator and 

denominator of (2) at 0^ and 0. 

Theorem 3. Let g(0) be a strictly positive function on 0, let 

0 be the exact mode of ?hn and let 0yv be a single Newton 

step from 0 toward the maximum of ?h* (0), that is, 0^ = 0 ? 

[D2h*mrlDlh*(0). If i{hn},{0}) and ({h*n}, {0N}) satisfy 
the analytical assumptions for the asymptotic-mode Laplace 

method, then it follows that 

E[gi0)] = ??^? c;?on) 
\\D2h*iON)\J 

x cxV{-n[h*(0N) 
- 

hni0)]}(l + Oin~2)), (6) 

where C*(0N) = 
exp{in/2)Dxh*iON)T[D2h*iON)rl x 

Dlh*n(0N)}. 

Equation (6) is simpler in the sense that evaluation of 

the third derivatives of log-likelihood functions is not re 

quired. In Theorem 3, the approximation with C*(0^) re 

placed by 1 is due to Tierney and Kadane (1986). In fact, 

from C*(0yv) = 1 + 0(n-3), this is also a second-order ap 

proximation. We denote the second Newton step by 0n2 = 

0N 
- 

[D2h*(0N)rlDlh*(0N). Arguing as in the proof of 

Theorem 3, we have Dlh* ?0N2) = 
0(?~4). Therefore, replac 

ing On by the second Newton step 0^2 in (6) yields a second 

order approximation. Finally, the extension of Theorem 3 is 

given without using either of the exact modes of the numerator 

and denominator of (2). 
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Theorem 4. Let g(9) be a strictly positive function on 0, let 

0 be an asymptotic mode of ordern-2 for ?hn and let 0/v be the 

single Newton step, that is, 0N = 0 - [D2h*(0)]~l Dlh*(0). If 

({hn}, {#}) and ({h*}, {0n}) satisfy the analytical assumptions 
for the asymptotic-mode Laplace method, then 

/ \D2hn(9)\ \1/2C*(0yv) 
E[g(0)} = n n\n ^^41 

\\D^h*(0N)\J Cn{fl) 

x 
cxp{-n[h*(0N) 

- 
hn(0)]}(\ + 0(n~2)), (7) 

where C*(0N) = 
exp{(n/2)Dlh*(0N)T[D2h*(0N)rl x 

DlK(0N)}. 

An example of the asymptotic mode of order n~2 for ?hn is 

given in Remark 2. The proof is provided in Appendix C. 

4. APPROXIMATIONS TO CUMULATIVE 
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 

This section presents an Edgeworth-like expansion for the 

random variable with a posterior distribution. Suppose that 0 is 
a random variable according to the posterior density p(0\x) and 

that P(G e A) denotes the posterior probability fA p(0\x)dO. 
Let n(-\0, 1) be the density of a normal variable with mean 0 

and variance 1 and let O (?fo) be the standard normal distribu 

tion function. Using Proposition 1 yields the following expan 
sion. 

Proposition 3. Suppose that 0 is an open interval of R. 

Let hn(0) = -n~l log p(x\0)n(0) and h*(0) = hn(0) 
- 

(tO)/n 
and let 6 be exact mode of -hn(0). If ({/**(0)},{0}) and 

({hn(0)},{0}) satisfy the analytical assumptions for the 

asymptotic-mode Laplace method, then it follows that 

0-0 
<ao 

>/l/(nh"(?)) 

n(ao\01lW^O) _! = 4>(ao)H-~-VO(n x), (8) 
lyfi- h?{?)W 

where hn(6) = 
-n-l\ogp(x\0)n(0), h' = 

dhn/dO, h" = 

d2hn/d02 and h"' = 
d3hn/d03. 

The proof of Proposition 3, given in Appendix C, includes 
a heuristic argument. It is worth mentioning in passing that 

Johnson (1967, 1970) gave asymptotic expansions for the ran 

dom variables according to posterior distributions. His asymp 

totic expansions are given by 

0 - 
0ML 

:?0 

y/l/{nh"(?ML)) 

^ ^ n(ao\QA)\hf"(6ML)(u2o+2) = <D(a0) + - 

6V^ I h"(?ML)3/2 
6 d 

a"(0ml)1/2 d0 log 71 (0ml) 

+ 0(/i"1), (9) 

where 0Ml is the MLE of 0, h(0) = -n~l log p(x\0) and n(6) 
is the prior. Note that the relative error of order n~1/2 of (9) is 

not equal to that of (8) even if the prior n is proportional to a 

constant. We illustrate these two expansions in Example 2 of 

Section 7. 

5. THE MOMENT-GENERATING FUNCTION METHOD 

Tierney et al. (1989) obtained a second-order approximation 
to the expectation of a general function g(0) (not necessarily 
positive) by applying the fully exponential method to approx 
imate the MGF E[exp{tgiO)}] and then differentiating. This 

method gives a standard-form approximation without calculat 

ing the third derivatives of a log-likelihood. We now sketch the 

MGF method. First, we have the Tierney-Kadane approxima 

tion, Mit), to the MGF, 

L e^^pix^TTiO) dO L e-nhn{0) dO 
Mit) = ?-r _= I?_ (10) K) 

?epix\0)7ti0)d0 fQe-nhn(0)d0^ 
^ Uj 

where hn(0) = -n~x log/?(x|0)7r(0) and h*{0) = hn{0) 
- 

it/n)gi$). 
Second, differentiating Mit) at t ? 0 yields a second-order ap 

proximation to E[giO)], that is, 

E[g(0)] = 
^-M(t) dt 

+ 0(n"2). (11) 
r=0 

But it can be impossible to find the exact mode of ? h* (0) when 

Mit) is approximated, because h* has an indeterminate vari 

able t. In this section we use the approximation (4) and dis 
cuss the relationship between a standard-form approximation 

and the MGF method. 

Suppose that 0 is an asymptotic mode of order n~x for ?hn. 

Because exp(rg(0)) is always positive, applying Theorem 2 to 

Mit) = ?[exp(rg(0))] yields 

\\D2hliO)\) CniO) 

x(i-?I>M?)^ ijkq 
H 

+ Or(rc-2)Y (12) 

where C*iO) = 
exp{in/2)Dx h*iO)T[D2h*i0)]-x Dxh*iO)} and 

Or(-) indicates that the error term may depend on t. Note 

that C*(0) depends on t, but Cw(0) does not. Let the part 

neglecting the error term Ol\n~2) in (12) be Mit). Then, 

putting dMit)/dt\t=o = 
?[giO)], we have the following rela 

tionship between E[gi0)] and a standard-form approximation. 
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix C. 

Theorem 5. Let g(0) be a general function (not necessarily * 
i 

positive) on 0, and let 0 be an asymptotic mode of order n~ 

for -hn. Suppose that i{hn), {0}) and ({/**}, {0}) satisfy the an 

alytical assumptions for the asymptotic-mode Laplace method. 

Then E[gi$)] is expressed as 

E[giO)] = giO) + -L 
tr(D2giO)[D2hniO)rx) 2n 

ijkq 
H 
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D{g(9)T[D2hn(9)YxDxhn(9) (13) 

(14) 
-DxK(9)T[D2hn(9)TX 

xD2g(9)[D2hn(9)rlDlhn(9), 

where tr(-) indicates the trace of a matrix. 

Note that because the term ( 14) is 0(n~2), dropping the term 

of order n~2 in Theorem 5 yields a standard-form approxi 

mation. Furthermore, if 0 is the exact mode of ?hn(0), then 

E[g(9)] has a simpler form because the terms (13) and (14) 
vanish, 

E[g(9)] = g(9) + 
^-tr(D2g(9)[D2h(9)]-]) 2n 

~ 
2n 

1 

^hijk(0)h^hJk-^-g(ft). ijkq q 

6. PREDICTIVE DENSITIES 

The predictive density of an unknown random variable Y, 

given the observation x, has an important role in statistical prob 

lems. The predictive density is written as 

?Qp(y\x,9)p(x\9)7T(9)d9 P{yW~ 
?eP(x\9)jt(9)d9 

= 
E[p(y\x,0)]. (15) 

Let h*(0) = -n~l logp(y\x, 9)p(x\9)tt(9) and hn(9) = 

?n~x logp(x\9)7i(9). When the Tierney-Kadane approxima 
tion is applied to (15), the exact mode of ?h*(9) is required. 

However, it may be difficult to express the exact mode of ?h* 

explicitly, because ?h* includes an unobserved variable y. In 

such a case we propose the approximate predictive density 

p**(y\x) 
= 

c(x)\^\l/2p(x,y\9N)n(9N)C*(9N), (16) 

where 0 is the posterior mode, 0N =0 ? 
[D2logp(x, y\0) x 

7r(0)]-1D1logp(3;|x,0),i:^=n-1[JD2^(0^)]-1,andc(x)is 
a normalizing constant. Equation (16) is easily given from the 

approximation (17). Note that c(x) = 
f \Y,*N\l/2C*(9N)p(y\ 

x,0N)n(0N)dy usually needs to be evaluated numerically. The 

approximation (16) requires a normalizing constant as well as 

any other approximate predictive densities, including the maxi 

mum likelihood predictive density of Lejeune and Faulkenberry 
(1982), the one considered by Leonard (1982), and so on. If the 

rigorous normalizing constant is not required, then we propose 

the following approximation (6) to (15): 

/ \D2hn(0)\ \l/2p(x,y\0N)n(0N)C*(0N) 
p(y\x)=[ 

?- -^-. (17) 

\\D2h^(0N)\J p(x\0)jt(0) 
This approximation is illustrated in Example 3 of the next sec 

tion. In statistical prediction problem, the mode of a predictive 

density is a useful predictor for an unobserved random variable. 

It is seen that the mode of the approximation (16) can be found 

without calculating the normalizing constant. 

7. EXAMPLES 

In this section we explore the performance of some approxi 

mations in Sections 3-6. 

Example 1. For a beta posterior distribution with density 

proportional to 0a-1(l 
? 

0)/3~1, the exact mean is E[0] = 

a/(a + /3).Let 

_ JO -Oa-xil -Of-1 dO 
E[0] = 

?0^xH-0)?-xdO 

je-nh*(6)d0 (18) 
fe-nhn(0)dQ> 

whzre hniO) = -il / n)log0a-x il 
- 

Of 
~l and /z*(0) = h(0) 

- 

(l/w)log0. The posterior mode is given by 0 = ia 
? 

l)/(a + 

? 
? 

2). Let E[0] and E[0] denote the approximation (4) and 

the approximation in Theorem 5. First, we compare the two ap 

proximations asymptotically. Because the beta random variable 

is a positive random variable, the approximation (4) may be ap 

plied directly with the posterior mode 0, giving 

* a-1 ( (a + /3-2)(a-l) 
^ 1/2 

E[0] = ? 
* + /3-2V(a-l)(a + /3-2) + (/3-l) 

xex j_?j2}_| X 
eXPj 2(a - l)(a + ? 

- 1) + 2(/3 
- 1) j 

/3-a x 1 + 
(a + /3-2)^-1), 

Applying Theorem 5 to ( 18) with the posterior mode 0, we have 

a2 + a? 
- 4a + 2 

ia + 0 
- 

2)2 

Detailed calculations are available from the author. To compare 

the errors in these two approximations, set p = a/(a + ?) and 

n = a -\- ?. Then, for fixed /?, the error in the approximation 

?[0] is 

a2 + a? 
- 4a + 2 

(a + /3 
- 

2)? 

2(1-2/7) , 
2 +0(/7~3), (20) 

rcz 

whereas the error in the direct approximation (4) is 

1 /-17/?2 + 10p- 1\ o 
E[0] 

- 
?[?] = 

-A-f?^-'--J 
+ 0(/7-3). (21) 

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the two leading error terms 

multiplied by n2. 

Subsequently, to compare some methods in previous sections 

numerically, we would like to give a table with some approx 

imations to the beta posterior means for p ? I ?A and 3/5. In 

Table 1, MGF indicates the approximation in Theorem 5 with 

the posterior mode 0, and FEAM indicates the fully exponential 

asymptotic-mode approximation (4) with the posterior mode 0. 

One Newton iteration and two Newton iterations denote the ap 

proximation (6) and the approximation with 0^ replaced by the 

second Newton step 02^ in (6). Both of these approximations 
are also based on the posterior mode 0. Neglect C* indicates 

the approximation with C*(0/v) = 1 in one Newton iteration. 

We see from Table 1 that the MGF method and two New 

ton iterations method are stable and effective, especially when 

n is not large. We also see that for p ? 
1/4 and 3/5, the ap 

proximation (6) is superior to the one with C*(#/v) = 1 in the 
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Figure 1. Leading Terms of the Error in Approximating the Mean of 

the Beta(np, n(1 
- 

p)) Distribution. The horizontal axis is p, the straight 
line is the MGF approximation, and the curved line is the approxima 
tion ?[ 6]. 

one Newton iteration method. Note that the MGF method is the 

same as a standard-form approximation in this case. 

Example 2. Suppose that X\,..., Xn are iid according to a 

-l/)0' a-l 
gamma distribution with density p(xt\0) 

= V(a) 

exp{?0x/}, where 0 is unknown and a is known. Let the 

Jeffreys prior be 7r(0) oc 0_1. Because the posterior is given 

by 

p(0\x)ocOna-ltxp \-0j2 
X; (22) 

the posterior mode is 0 = (na 
? 

1)/ X^=i xi Hence the expan 
sion of Proposition 2 is given by 

P^nh"(6)(?-6)<(xo) 

:cD(a0) 

1 

y/nu 
? 

1 
tt(c_o|0, l) + 0(n~l), (23) 

where nh"(0) 
? (na 

? 
l)/02. In contrast, using the MLE 

0ML = 
na/ Xl/Li xi ?f 0> Johnson's expansion is expressed as 

^(V^^/(^ml)(?-0ml)<^o) 

^(ao)-^7dn(a0\OA) 
+ 0(n-{), (24) 

3Jna 

Table 1. The Numerical Results in Some Approximations for 

the Beta Posterior Mean 

Sample 
size n FEAM 

One Newton 

MGF iteration 
Two Newton 

iterations Neglect Cn 

P=1/4 
6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

p 
= 

3/5 
6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

.4521 

.3112 

.2805 

.2684 

.2623 

.5774 

.5902 

.5945 

.5905 

.5976 

.3125 

.2778 

.2656 

.26 

.2569 

.575 

.5889 

.5938 

.596 

.5972 

.1955 

.2272 

.2372 

.2417 

.2442 

.5695 

.5858 

.5918 

.5947 

.5963 

.2502 

.2518 

.2512 

.2508 

.2505 

.5785 

.5892 

.5935 

.5957 

.5969 

.1762 

.2201 

.234 

.2401 

.2432 

.5691 

.5857 

.5918 

.5946 

.5962 

where hn =-n x 
Yl?=\ iogpix? \0) and h" iOMh) = 

(?a)/0^L. 

Example 3. Suppose that X\, X2,..., Xm are independent 

random variables according to a Weibull distribution with den 

sity 

pix\?) = 
?axa~lQxp{ (25) 

where a > 0 is known, ? > 0 is unknown, and x > 0. We de 

note the Weibull distribution with the parameters a and ? by 

WEIBia, ?). Let X(\) 
< < 

X^n) 
< < 

X(m) be the or 

der statistics corresponding to X\, X2,..., Xm. Suppose that 

X = 
(X(i),..., X(rt)) (n < m) is an observed random vector 

and that Y = 
X(m) is an unobserved random variable. First, 

we calculate the predictive density of Y, given the observed 

random vector X. Assume that the prior of ? is flat, namely 
71 i?) oc constant. Then the density functions of (X, Y) and X 

are given by 

P(x|j8) = 
a-\ 

x exp< ?? (26) 

and 

/?(x,y|?) = m!o,n+l^/7 
+ l 

a-1 

??-1 

x 
exp{ ?/3 

./=i 

(27) 

(For the properties of order statistics, see David and Nagaraja 

2003.) Hence the exact predictive density of Y given X is 

= im 
? 

n)in + 1) ̂ *0-) + (m-n)*go 

?+1 

ay 
a-l 

m?n ? \ 

? 
z=0 

m 

(-i)' 

[(m i)4) + ̂ =i^) + (/ + 1)^] ann+2 
' (28) 

where y > X(?). Subsequently, we approximate the predictive 

density which is written as 

p(y\x) = ?p(x,y\?)7T(?)d? 
Jp(x\?)7t(?)d? 

?exp{-nh*{?)}d? 
fexp{-nhn(?)}d?' 

(29) 

where h*(?) = -n~l \ogp(x, y\?), hn(?) = -n~l \ogp(x\?) 
and the integrals are taken over ? > 0. Although the exact 

mode of ?hn(?) can be easily found, that of -h*(?) cannot 
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be given in an explicit form. Hence, using Theorem 3, we have 

the second-order approximation 

p(y\*) 
h"(?) \l/2(m-n)aya-] 

h* (?N)J ?nexp{-n} 

x 
[exp{-^^}} -exp{-?Nya}]m~n~ 

x exp -?Nl ?*? } + yA \c*(?N)9 (30) 

where ? = 
n/[J2'j=\ x^^ 

+ (m 
? 

n)x?n)] 
is the exact mode 

of-hn,h"(?) 
= 

?'2, 

n? 

(m-n- l)(yacxp{-?ya} -x?n)exp{-?xfn)}) 

n(exV{-?x"J-exc{-?y<*}) 

-Z*w-ya> 
7 = 1 

*"</? = 
^ n?z 

(m-n- l)(y* -xa(n))2exp[-?(y<* 
+ 

xa(n))} + 

?(expf-^J-exp}-^})2 

?N=?-h*"(?rxh*'{?), 

and 

C*n(?N)=exp{nh*'(?Nf/(2h*"(?N))}. 

In contrast, using the MLE /.ml? the standard-form approxima 

tion is given by 

p(y\x) 
= 

p(y\x, ?M? H--r^pCylx, ?M? 
n a? 

+ 
^k--77?P{y\^?uu, (31) 

In d?L 

where ?Uh 
= 

n/[?"=i *";) 
+ (m 

- 
n)xfn)] 

is the MLE for 

p(x\?) and 

P(y\^?) 
= (m 

- 
n)^/*"1 exp{-^[/ 

- 
(m 

- 
n)jcfn)]} 

x 
[expj-^} -exp{-^}]ffl-"-'. (32) 

To compare the approximate predictive densities numerically, 
we carry out a simulation. Let x\, X2,..., *40 be a sample of 

size 40 from WEIB(2, 4) and let xt\) < x@) < < *(40) denote 

the ordered sample. Let x = 
(xq), ..., x?io)) be the data from 

the minimum value to the 20th smallest value in the ordered 

sample. We then calculate p(y\x) based on the observations x. 

Figure 2 shows the approximation (30), the standard-form ap 

proximation in Appendix A and the exact predictive density 

produced by substitution of the statistics 
J2j=\ x(j) 

= 1-8817 

and a:(20) 
= .474482. Although the data used in calculating 

p(y|x) 

0.8 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
Y 

Figure 2. The Exact and Approximate Predictive Densities:-Ap 

proximation (30);-Exact Predictive Density;-Standard-Form 

Approximation (31). 

these two statistics are omitted, they are available from the au 

thor on request. 

In Figure 2, the solid line is the approximation (30), the long 
dashed line is the standard-form approximation (31), and the 

short-dashed line is the exact predictive density. It is seen that 

the approximation (30) is very close to the exact predictive den 

sity, because the solid line lies almost upon the broken line. 

However, the approximation (30) for large y may not be avail 

able, because ?w becomes negative. Note in passing that the 

respective modes of the exact predictive density, (30), and (31) 
are 1.08162,1.08359, and 1.05126. 

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this article we have presented second-order approxima 

tions to the posterior expectations of positive functions without 

calculating the third derivatives of a log-likelihood function and 

the exact modes of integrands, using the Laplace method with 
an asymptotic mode. To verify the accuracy of the approxima 

tion (30), we repeated the simulation of Example 3 20 times. 

We then obtained the results similar to those depicted in Fig 
ure 2. However, we should emphasize that to say that an ex 

pansion is valid asymptotically is not to say that it provides a 

good approximation in any particular instance. In practice, it 

is not hard to construct examples in which the approximations 

perform poorly. 

In contrast, a new Edgeworth-like expansion for the ran 

dom variable with a posterior distribution was given in Sec 

tion 4. However, when demonstrating the first-order accuracy 

of the Edgeworth-like expansion in Appendix C, we make the 

heuristic argument that the purely imaginary number is was 

substituted into the approximate MGF (C.18) to obtain the ap 

proximate characteristic function. Thus further discussions will 

be needed to demonstrated the validity of our Edgeworth-like 

expansion. Incidentally, the posterior mode is required when 

Laplace approximations are applied to a posterior mean. For 

complex models, it is easier to find the estimated posterior 
mode, such as the multivariate median or Lx-center (see, e.g., 

Lewis and Raftery 1997). We believe that the approximations 
(6) and (7) with the asymptotic modes replaced by the estimated 

posterior means also perform well. However, further work will 

also be needed in these cases. 
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APPENDIX A: STANDARD-FORM APPROXIMATIONS 

Here we sketch out standard-form approximations for the posterior 
means. (For details, see Lindley 1967, 1980; Kass et al. 1990.) 

Given a prior it, log-likelihood logp(x|0), positive function y, and 

real function g, we define hn and p by ?nhn(0) 
= 

\ogp(x\0) + logy 
and p = 

illy. We then have 

E{gm = 
Ssf)Pm,xV{-nhnmue 

Then 

1 ^ 8 
E[g(0)] = g(0) + - 

? ^gihhlJ ^Y 
- 

? ?*" W*> n^rfdOr- [ p(?) 

Pj(O) 

Yhljglj + Oin-2), 2n 
U 

where pj (0) 
= 

dpiO)/dOj. 
Note that ]T hlJ 

g?j 
can be reexpressed as 

tr(D2g(0)[D2h(0)]~x). The foregoing approximation was used and 

discussed by Mosteller and Wallace (1964). The special case where 

y 
? 

1 yields p 
? ti while 0 becomes the MLE, and the choice y 

? n 

yields p = 1 with 0 becoming the posterior mode. The latter was used 

by Lindley (1980). 

APPENDIX B: LEMMAS ABOUT MATRICES 

Lemma B. 1. Suppose that a is a 1 x d matrix and that M is a d x d 

symmetric matrix. Then 

ar(0 
- 

0) + (0 
- 

0)TM(0 
- 

0) 
= 

(0 
- 

y)TMiO 
- 

y) 
- 

-arM_1a, 

wherey^?-(l/2)M~1a. 

Proof. The proof is omitted because it is easily verified. 

Lemma B.2. Suppose that 0 = 
(6\,..., Qd)T is distributed accord 

ing to N?(0 + b, ?), where 0 = 
(?h..., 6d)T, b = 

(b{,..., hd)T, and 

the covariance matrix f? = 
icoij). 

Let the expectation in N?/(0 + b, ?) 

denote E [ ]. Then the following equations hold: 

(a) EN[i6? 
- 

Oi)(?j 
- 

6j)(0k 
- 

0k)] 

= 
bi^jk + bjcoik + bkc?ij + b[bjbk, 

(b) EN[(0? 
- 

ei)(0j 
- 

6j)iOk 
- 

6k)(6q 
- 

0q)] 
= 

U>ij(Dkq + COikO)jq + COiqCOkj 

+ X b,n ] bm2 m 3m4 + b[ bjbk b(i ' 
[m\,m2] 

(c) EN[(0l 
- 

ei)(0j 
- 

6j)(6k 
- 

6k)(9q 
- 

?q)(0r 
- 

6r)(6s 
- 

?s)] 
~ 

?ijkqrs 
* / J ^m\^m2Pm\m2m3m4 

[m].m2] 

+ X hi\bnbnh\^lb + b[b jbkbqbrbs, 

where ?m\m2m3m4 and 
Pijkqrs 

are tne fourth and sixth central mo 

ments of a multivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix . 

The foregoing notation \m\,mi\ indicates a tuple chosen among 

i,j,k, and q. Hence, the summation 
2^rm moi is over 4C2 terms. 

Similarly, [l\ J2J3, 14] denotes a quadruple chosen among /, j, k,q, r, 

and s. Hence, the summation 
Yl[h h h U] 

1S over 6^-4 terms. 

Proof. The proofs are omitted because it is easy to check these 

equations. 

Lemma B.3. Let l?? be a d x d unit matrix. For any d x d matrix A 

and any scalar x, 

r=0 {/,,... ,(r) 

(B.l) 

where | | denotes the determinant of a matrix, {/j,..., ir] is an r 

dimensional subset of the first d positive integers 1,..., d (and the 

second summation is over all ?Cr such subsets), and A^1' '''"' is 

the (d 
? 

r) x (d 
? 

r) principal submatrix of A obtained by strik 

ing out the z i,..., /r th rows and columns. (For r ? 
d, the sum 

5^{/j / i lA^1'"-'^! is to be interpreted as 1.) Note that the expres 

sion (B.l) is a polynomial in x, and that the coefficient of x (i.e., 
the constant term of the polynomial) equals |A|, and the coefficient 

of xd~l equals tr(A). 

Proof. See Harville (1997; corollary 13.7.4, p. 197). 

Lemma BA. For d x d nonsingular matrices A and B, 

d /|A-(f//i)B| 

dt\ |A| f=0 

? 
tr(BA 

n 
'). 

Proof. Using Lemma B.3 and the relation between an inverse ma 

trix and the cofactors, we have 

d 

It 

|A-(f/tt)B| 

|A| 
d ( 

jt |BA" 

r=0 

AB -Id 
t=0 

= 
^-f|BA-1|[|AB-1|--y;|(AB dt\ I nf^1 

Wih 

i 

n 
\KB~V\ 

nA 

EKAB-1)1 
Hi} 

+ 
(-t)a 

t=0 

= ? 
tr(AB_1)_1 

= ? 
tr(BA_1), 

n 

where ? 
= 

J]r- 
i 
KAB-1)^1''2^ and {i\} and {i\, ?2) are the same 

notations as in Lemma B.3. Hence, this lemma is proved. 

Lemma B.5. For d x d nonsingular matrices A and B and any 

scalar jc, it follows that 

(A + jcB)"1 -A-1 =0(x). (B.2) 

Proof Multiplying (A + xB)_1 (A + xB) = Ij by A-1 from the 

right side yields 

(A + xB)-1 -A"1 = 
-x(A + jcB)"1BA~1. 

Hence the lemma is proved. 

Lemma B.6. For d x d nonsingular matrices A and B, 

(B.3) 

d_ 
dt 

A--B 
n 

Proof Using (B.3), 

(A-(t/n)B)~l -A"1 

t=0 n 

1 

'BA 

t n 

Hence, letting t -> 0 yields the lemma. 

BA (B.4) 
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APPENDIX C: PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 

Here we prove some results stated in the article. Throughout this 

appendix, for simplicity, let hn?h and h* =h*. 

Proof of Theorem 1 

We let 0 = 
(0\,..., Q?)T and z? 

= 
0? 

? 
6?. First, we approximate the 

integrand of / ? e~nh^ ^ dO. By expanding h(0) about 0, it follows 

that 

h(0) = h(0) + ̂ M*)*/ + 
\ EM^7 + 

lj2hijk(hziZjZk 

^^J2hiJkq(^i^j^Zq 
ijkq 

+ 
T^) 5Z hijkqr(hziZjZkZqZr+rXn, 

ijkqr 

= h(0) + J2hi(VZi + ? J2hij(^zizJ + K($' ̂  + Rln> 

where r\n is bounded over _?6 (0) by a polynomial in 
Z[ZjZkzqzrZs-, 

K(0j) = 
(ll6)Y.hljk(0)ziZjZk + (l/24)Y,hijkq(0)ziZjZkzq, and 

_#ln is the sum of 
(1/120)Ylhijkqr(Q)ziZjZkzqzr 

and r\n. Using 
Lemma B.l, we have 

E^^^ + ?E^w^^ 

- Dlh(0)T(0 -0) + -(0- 0)TD2h(0)(0 
- 

0) 

= 
-(0-y)TD2h(0)(0-y) 

1 
-D[h(0y l-D2h(0) D[h(0), 

where y = 0 - [D2h(0)rlDlh(0). 
In contrast, using ex = 1 + x + x2/2! + x3/3! + ?,rix4/4!, where 

ri is a point between 0 and x, the expansion of exp(?n(K(0, 0) + 

/?!?)) is given by 

exp< 
? n 

-^Zhijk(hziZjZk 
+ ? 

^ hijkq(?)ZiZjZkZq + R\n 
ijk ijkq 

1 
~"( 6^1hiMhZiZJZk+ ?A H2hiJkq(Q">zizjzkZq + R\n 

ijk ijkq 

+ 
Y{{l^hijk(?)ZlZjZk) +i?2"} 

-(K(0,0) + Rlny + R3n 

Jn(0,0) + Rlu (C.l) 

where R2n is the rest of the terms squared in the bracket, R3n is a term 

with polynomials of degree greater than 12, Rn is the sum of all terms 

involving RXn, R2n, R3n, and K(0,0)3, and where Jn(0j) 
= 1 - 

(n/6)j:hijk(?)ziZjZk 
- 

(n/24)Zhijkq(0)ziZjZkzq + (n2/12) x 

T,hijk(hhqrs(hziZjZkZqZrZs 

Hence, combining the foregoing results, we have 

f e-?h^dO 
JBs(?) 

= ?.-"*<?> 
.expj^Dlh(0)T 

f Jb> 

x / ? exp --(0-y)7 
'Bs(O) V 2 

-D2h(?) 

-D2h(0) 

-1 

Dxh(0) 

-1 

(0-y) 

x exp< 
?UEA<-;*0>; :/z>z* 

'7* 

+ ZT E hijkq^)l?ZjZkZq +Rln)\ 
dO 

= 
e-nh($)Cn(0) 

/ . expi 
re*??) V 

/. 

S(^) 
" 
V 2 

-n/7(?)C?(0) 

1 

ijkq 

(0-y)1T-x(6-y))jn(6,0)dO 

A exp --(0-y)yE-1(0-y) 7^0, 
(0) V 2 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

where C?(0) = 
exp{(n/2)Z)1/z(0)/ [D?h(0)rlD[h(0)} and X = 

Second, we evaluate (C.3). The terms composing Rn may be rep 

resented explicitly using the mean value form of the remainders in 

terms of higher derivatives of h evaluated at points between 0 and 0 ; 

for example, one such term is 
i-n/120)J2hijkqrs(y\)ziZjZkZqZrzs, 

where y\ is a point between 0 and 0. It is one piece of the 

error term appearing as Rn. Because it follows from (A3) that 

\\hijkqrsiy\)\\ 
< Mon BsiS), we have 

-I 720 JBi (0) 
exp 

1 

-(0-y)y?-1(0-y) 

x 
hijkqrsiyi)ziZjZkzqZrZsdO 

nM 

I 

1 
<?l ? 

exp[--iO-y)TT-xiO-y))\\ziZjzkzqZrZs\\dO 720 Jb^o) V 2 ) 
= |E|1/2 x Oin~2). 

The other terms are similar. Thus (C.3) becomes {2ti) 
' e~n ^ ^ x 

\H\x/2Cn(0)*Oin-2). 
Third, we evaluate the integral (C.2). Because there exists a 

symmetric matrix A1/ such that A1/2A1/2 = 
D2h(0), putting 

n 1 
/2a 

1 /2 (0 
? 

y) 
? 

u? we have 

0-fi5(0) 

= 
{0 

: (u 
- 

?1/2A1/2b)r[D2/z(0)]"1 (u 
- 

n^A^b) > 
/??2} 

? L : l(u 
_ 

?l/2Al/2b)r(u 
_ 

nl/2Al/2b) > ̂ 2 
j 

? {0 
: 2uru + 2rcbrA1/2A1/2b > 

nXx82} 

= 
{0 :u u > 

J?C2} 

= 
{0:iO-y)TT-xiO-y)>nc2}, 

where k\ is the smallest eigenvalue of D2h(0), b = ? 
[D2h(0)]~x x 

0^(0), and c2 = 
?i<52/2 

- 
Dxh(6)T[D2h(0)rx Dxh(0). Note that 

C2 > 0 for large n, because it holds from the assumption (A4) that 
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Ai > 0. Hence, once again putting nl/2Al/2(0 
? 

y) 
= u = 

(?/), we 

have 

L 

? 
zxpl--(0-y)T?:-](0-y))jn(0,0)dO 

(C.4) 
0-_3??(0) V 2 / 

< 
[ exp(-l-(0-y)T?:-l(0-y) J(6-y)TY-l(0-y)>nc2 \ z 

x Jn(OJ)dO 

= \X\l/2 / 
exp(--uru)Po(u)du, JuTu>nc2 V ^ / 

where Po(u) denotes a term with multivariate polynomials in u\,..., 

Ud of finite degree. As a result, (C.4) becomes a term of expo 

nentially decreasing order by the same argument as given by Kass 

et al. (1990, p. 478). This result allows replacement of the domain 

in (C.2) by the whole Euclidean space. We denote the expectation 
in N(0 + b, n~] [D2/z(0)]_1) by EN[-]. Then, using Lemma B.2, we 

have 

nEN[(Oi-?i)(oJ-?J)(ek-?k)] 

= 
bihjk +bjhik +bkhiJ +nbibjbk. (C.5) 

Hence from (C.5) and Dxh(0) 
= 

0(n~l), it holds that 

-n-EN 
6 J^hijk&ziZjZk 

ijk 

= 
-?J2huk(?)(nbi)hJk 

+ 0(n~2). (C.6) 
ijk 

Similarly, applying Lemma B.2 to the expanded terms ^ h\jkq (0) x 

ZjZjZkZq and 
[(l/6)YJhijk(0)ziZjZk}2 

in Jn(0, 0), we have 

[ e-nh?U0 
Jbs(0) 

= (2n)d/2\T\^2e-nh^Cn(?)(\ + 
^ 

+ 0(n~2)\ (C.7) 

-lnli where Cn(0) = exp{(n/2)Dlhtf)1 [D?h(0)]~lDlh(6)}, 

an = 

-\^hijk(?)(nbi)hJk 

- 
l-J2hUkq(0)hlJhkcl 

ijk ijkq 

1 v^ a 
+ 

^2^ hijk(?)hqrs(0)?ijkqrsn 
ijkqrs 

and 
?ijkqrs 

are the sixth central moments of a multivariate normal 

distribution with covariance matrix E = 
[D /z(0)]_1. In contrast, it 

follows from the assumption (A5) of Section 2 that 

? e-,lh{?) dO = 
(27T)^2\T\{/2e-nh(?)Cn(0) x 0(n~2). 

Jq-b8(0) 

Therefore, by combining (C.7) and the foregoing result, the theorem is 

proved. 

Remark C.l. We explain why the Taylor expansion with the six 

terms and the remainder was applied to h in the proof of Theorem 1. 

If we use the expansion with five terms and the remainder, then a term 

nnijkqr(y'l)ziZjZkzqzr appears in Rn. Arguing as in the evaluation of 

(C.3), we have 

" 
/ 

. 
^p(-~(0-y)TZ~l(0-y))hijkqr(y2)zjZjZkzqZrdO 

= |E|1/2 x 0(rr3/2). 

Therefore, the term may not be of order |E |1//2 x 0(n~2). 

We now give an expansion for (2) that is used in the proofs 
of Theorems 2 and 3. Let 0 and 0 be asymptotic modes of order 

n~x for -h* and -hn, let, b = 
(b,) 

= 
-[D2h*(0)TXDxh*(0), 

let h*lJ denote the components of [D2h*i$)]~l, and let ?* = 

n~l[D2h*ie)rl. Assume that /z*(0) 
- 

h(0) 
= 

Oin'1) and 

hn-is$) ~hi\-isih 
= 

0(n~x) for s =2,3,4. Using Theorem 1 

and the same argument as given by Tierney and Kadane (1986, p. 86), 
we have 

fee-nh*md9 /,?*, 

f@e-"h??d0 V |Z| 

f*l\l/2 

xexp|-^W}?W/+^-^ + o(n_2 (c. 
exp{-??(0)} CniO) 

First, we evaluate the term (a* 
? 

an)/n. Then 

= 
-^ ?>*m(0)(k?*)A*'M 

- 
hijk(?Knbi)hJk] (C.9) 

- 
? E^W^*'7^ 

- 
hijkqmhijhk?] (C.10) 

'7*9 

+ 
^ E [h*jk(.?)h*rs(fi)?ijkqrsn3 

ijkqrs 

-hijkiO)hqrs(e)?ijkqrsn3]. (C.ll) 

In the foregoing terms, it is verified from the same argument as 

that of Tierney and Kadane (1986, p. 86) that (C.10) and (C.ll) are 

0(n~2). Here the evaluation of (C.9) is the key to the proof of Theo 

rems 2 and 3. 

Proof of Theorem 2 

Let h*'J be the components of [D2/z*(0)]_1, b* = 
ibf) 

= 

-[D2h*(0)]-xDxh*(0). Let a* denote the term with 
h?jk, b?, and 

hlJ replaced by h*.k, bf, 
and h*l} in an of Theorem 1. Setting 0=0 

in (C.8), the notations b, h*lJ, and a* can be replaced by b*, h*lJ, 

and a*. (C.10) and (C.ll) are of order 0(n~2) because 0 is an as 

ymptotic mode of order n~x for both ?h and ?h*. Because /z*(0) 
= 

h(0)-(l/n) log gi?), it follows from (B. 3) that h*lJ -hlJ = 0(n~1). 
Hence 

W(b* 
- 

b) = 
n(-[D2h*i?)]~l + [D2hi?)VX)DXh(?) 

+ [Z)2/z*(0)]-1D1log^(0) 

= 
[D2?(0)r1D1log^(0) + O(?-1). (C.12) 

From (C.12), (C.9) is given by 

1 r) 

-T-J^hijk(?)hic'hJk?\ogg(?)+0(n-2). 
ijkq 

H 

Moreover, it is obvious that exp{? ?/z*(0)}/exp{? nh(0)} 
? 

g(0) and 

|E*l/IE I = 
|D2/K0)|/|D2/z*(0)|. Therefore, Theorem 2 is proved. 

Proof of Theorem 3 

Let 0 be the exact mode of -h, 0N=0- [Dzh*iO)rl Dlh* iO) 

and b* = 
-[D2h*(0N)]~x Dxh*(0N). We denote the components 
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of {D2h*(0N)rl by h*?J. 
In the expansion (C.8), we replace 0, 

b, and h*lJ by 0#, b^ 
= 

(b*Ni), 
and 

h*^J. 
First, we prove that 

Dlh*(0N) 
= 

0(n~2). We can expand dh*(0N)/d6i around the ex 

act mode 0 of ?h, giving for i = 1,..., d, 

(0N-0)T 
,2 3 

D2-/?*(?;) 
3(9/ 

z 
. 
(0^-0), (C.13) 

where ?z- is an interior point on the line from 0 to 0 ̂ . 

Writing (C.13) in a matrix form gives 

Dlh*(0N) 
= Dlh*(0) + D2h*(0)T(0N 

- 
0) + /?*(?), (C.14) 

where /?*($) 
= 

((0N 
- 

0)T[D2dh*(i;0/^(0N -$),...,($? 

0)[D2dh*(i;d)/d6d](0N-?))T. 

Substituting 0N 
- 

0 = 
-[D2h*(0)rlDlh*(0) into (C.14), we 

have 

D]h*(0N) 
= Dlh*(0) 

- 
D2h*(0)[D2h*(O)rlDlh*(0) + 0(n~2) 

= 
0(rc~2). 

Next, we evaluate the term (C.9). Because it follows from D^h*(0^) 
= 

0(rc~2)thatb^ 
= 

0(n~2), the left-side term of (C.9) is of ordern-2, 

namely 

-Ynllhlj^N)(nb*m)hf 
= 0(n-2). 

ijk 

In addition, because it follows from Dlh(0) 
? 0 that b = 0, the right 

side term of (C.9) is 0, namely (l/2n)Y/ijkhijk(0)(nbi)hJk 
= 0. 

Hence, (C.9) is of order 0(n~2). Therefore, Theorem 3 is proved. 

Proof of Theorem 4 

Expanding Dlh*(0^?) around 0 and arguing as in the proof of The 

orem 3, we have Z)1 h*(0pj) 
? 

O(n~2). The rest of the proof is essen 

tially the same as that of Theorem 3. 

Proof of Proposition 2 

First, we show that L _ ,?. e-nh{6) dO = 
0(e~nc^ ). When n is 

proper, by assumption (A5;) 

f 
e-nh(0) dO = e-nh(?) [ 7i(0)e 

Je-Bs(O) JQ-B8(6) 

-nc] I 
JQ 

= 
0{e~n^). 

n[h(O)-h(0)]dO^ 

BS(0) JQ-B8(6) 

Se-nh(?)e-nC] ? 7T{0)de 
B8(0) 

When 7r(0) is improper, it is also proved by applying the preceding 

argument with the prior tt replaced by the posterior density based on 

x("o) (see Kass et al. 1990). Similarly, fQ_? ? g(0)e-nh{~e) dO can 

be proved. 

A Heuristic Argument About Approximate 
Characteristic Functions 

To prove Proposition 3, we rewrite the error terms of the approx 

imate MGF (5) in another form and give an approximate character 

istic function. Let 0 be a one-dimensional random variable with the 

posterior density p(6\x), let 6 be the exact mode of ?h, and let 

Mit) 
? 

E[exp{r0}] denote the MGF of 0. Recall the result of Propo 

sition 1, 

M(r) = 
exp|f0 

2nh"(6) 2nh"(6)2 

(C.15) 

where Or ( ) indicates that the error term may depend on t. The vari 

able tin b* = 
-h*"i?)-lh*'iO) 

= t l(nh"'(?)) is the key to Proposi 

tion 3. Hence we write fr* = 
b*[t]. By b*[t] 

= 
0(t/n), the error term 

can be written as 

*<i 0(^ 
+ ?2 +anb*ltA + 0'(n-3) 

\n? n ) 

= 
0[?2a2j{j?) 

Jb*[tA + 0'(n-3), (C.16) 

where 
a2j ij 

= 0, 1, 2) are of order 0(1) and do not depend on t. 

Similarly, we have 

'(?H(e^'+3 
o'\^] = o\ y-^W + 

J 
+ 

a-2ipi 

aJ?^l+a33b*[tA + 0'{n-\ 

Repeating this treatment inductively, Ol in 2) is expressed as 

" 
(?)-?(|?aH' 

<c'7) 

where 
akj (j 

= 0, 1,..., k) are of order 0(1) and do not depend on t 

and N\ is a finite number because Rn is bounded above by a term with 

polynomials of finite degree in (C.3). Hence (C.15) is reexpressed as 

M(r) = 
exp|i0 + 

t2 

2nh"iQ) ) 

h'"i6) 

2nh"(Q)2 
x 1-? ? + nl x x ? 

"(?SA""1'))-<C18? ^=2 y=0 

Therefore, by substituting t ? is into (C.18) formally, the approximate 
characteristic function is given by 

( 
. s2 

ty?is) 
? 

QXpl isO-? 

1 2nh"iQ) 

-is + P1 x x ?? 

2"""'?)2 
U.2.,-0 \fc=2/=0 // 

(C.19) 

Next we present two lemmas that are required in the proof of Proposi 
tion 3. 

Lemma C.l (Hermite polynomials). It follows that for k = 0, 1, 

2,..., 

?rrc(ao|0, 1) 
= 

i-l)KHkia0Ma0\0, 1). 

//o(oro), H\ ?o?q), 
... are called Hermite polynomial. The first few are 

H0iot0) 
= 

l,Hi (a0) 
= 

a0, H2(o?0) 
= a2 

- 
1, and #3 (an) 

= 
cxq 

- 
3a0 

Proof The proof is omitted because Hermite polynomials are well 

known. (For the detailed proof, see Petrov 1975, pp. 136-139.) 
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Lemma C.2. Let 0(.v) be the characteristic function of a standard 

normal distribution N(0, 1). Then it follows that for k = 1,2,_ 

/?*() rOC 
i 

/ ?{-is)ke-ls9<l>(s)dsde 
-OC J-oc 2n 

= (-\)k 
l 
Hk_{(a0)n{a0\0A) 

and 

(b) / / ?b*[-iy/nh"(0)sYe-lse<l)(s)dsdO J ? oc J ? oc ̂  

= 
O(/rA'/2//A._i(c.0)/i(c.0|0, 1)), 

where b*[t] 
= 

t/(nh"(0)). 

Proof First, we prove (a). Using Lemma C. 1, we have 

or o / oc 
j 

/:/. 
-Z.?0, 

(-is)Ke~lso(?)(s)dsd6 

oro /*oc j j/: 

-00 ./? oc ̂  

/ oro roc j d = 
/ /-Te~lsti(j)(s)clsde 

J-ocJ-oc 2ndOk 

l 

oc J?oc 

of0 cjk 
?r/?(0|O, 1) J6> 

oc dOk 

k-\ 

n(0\0, 1) 
?/0*"1 0=oro 

= 
(-\)k-lHk_](a0)n(a0\0, 1). 

By using the result (a), (b) is easily verified. 

Proof of Proposition 3 

Suppose that 0 is a random variable according to the poste 

rior density p(0\x) and the characteristic function of 0 is ^q(s) 
= 

?[exp{/.s'0}]. Let 
ty71(s) 

be a characteristic function of the standard 

ized random variable: 

rj 
= = 

y/nh"(0)(? 
- 

0). 

'\/(nh"(?)) 

Then, using the property of characteristic functions, we have the fol 

lowing relation 

^11(s) 
= 

exp{-i^nh"(?)Os}^e(yJnhff(0)s). (C.20) 

Recall the expansion (C. 19) of the characteristic function ^q(s). Then, 

replacing the variable s by (nh"(6))x/2s in (C.19) and substituting the 

replaced one into (C.20), we get 

viy*) 
= exp \-S? 

h'"(6)Jh"(6) 
x ( 1 

+-; 
, (-is) 

2nh"(6)2 

N} k 

^(eEtj^I1"^'^^)' (C21) 

To obtain the approximate distribution function of rj, we apply the in 

version formula to (C.21). Using Lemma C.2, we have 

/ 0 - 6 

P[ , =<uo 

Kj\/(iih"(?)) 
ra0 / roo 

] 
\ 

=L?L*e~"n*<(s)dsr 

/oto roo i 

/ 
? e-'sH(s) 

-oo J?oo ?n 

hmi6)^h?i6) 

2nh"i0)2 

N\ k 
akj 

(-is) 

0 EEtj^'^?1^ ))dsd* 
\k=2j=0n 

,j 

= 
d>(?r0) +n~Xl2-v_?(ao|0, 1) 

2/z//(6>)2 

+ O(n~Xa0n(a0\0, 1)). 

Therefore, Proposition 3 is proved. 

Proof of Theorem 5 

We first differentiate (12). Then, using Lemma B.4, we have 

d (\D2hn(0)\\x'2 
t=0 dt\\D2h*(0)\ 

c^(\D2h(0)-(t/n)D2giO)\\-Xl2 
dt 

1 

\D2h(0)\ r=0 

= 
TLtr(D2g(0)[Z)2/i(0)]-1). 2n (C.22) 

Subsequently, we evaluate id/dt)C*(0)\t=Q. It follows from 

Lemma B.6 that (d/dt)[D2h*iO)rl\t=0 
= n-x[D2h(0)rx x 

D2g(0)[D2h(0)]~x. Using the result, we obtain 

dt (Dxh*(0)T[D2h*(0)rlDxh*(0)) 
t=0 

= 
?(Dlhi?)T[D2h*(?)rlDxh(?) dt \ 

- 
?Dlg(?)T[D2h*i?)rlDlh(?) n 

+ ?Dxg(?)T[D2h*i?)rxDxgi?) n? ?=0 

.U/m7>n2? -ln2, -Inli = -Dlh(ey [Dzhi$)r DzgiO)[DzhiO)r D[hiO) n 

J /mTr^ 
D'gW [Dz/7(0)]~1D1/?(0) Inh (C.23) 

Therefore, 

d 

dt 
C*(0) 

r=0 

= 
C?(0){ -D1g(0)r[D2/i(0)]-1D1A(0) 

+ -brL>2g(0)b), (C.24) 

where b = [D2h(0)rX Dxh(0). Combining (C.22), (C.23), and (C.24) 
yields 

dt 
Mit) = g(?) + ^-tr(D2g(0)[D2hiO)Y 

-Y,hijk(?)hW?gm 2n 
ijkq 

-DlgiO)T[D2hiO)VXDxh(0)+l-bTD2giO)h. 

Hence, Theorem 5 is proved. 

[Received January 2003. Revised March 2004.] 
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